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This was collected and translated by John Shaw,   and published in Issue 23,   Cape
Bre? ton's Magazine.)  (And you say you were that close to losing it all.) Oh, yes. I
was on the way out. It was on the way out. Only for Sr. Beaton-- got after, and went
out, 1972, when they started away on that. Only for I got in-- another two years and
I'd be gone, pretty well gone out.  {Sr.   Margaret Beaton would gather Gaelic
speakers around a microphone at  Cape Bre? toniana  in  the  old Xavier Junior 
College, and get  them  to  share  Gaelic  stories on tape.   John Shaw writes in his
Introduction to  Tales until Dawn that he heard  those tapes in  the  summer of
1975,   and knew Joe was the real  thing.   "A recording that imme? diately caught
my attention was a version of   'Nighean Righ na h-tipheit'...delivered with a
sureness of detail and a command of Gaelic  that I recognized as  the work of a
master story-teller." Together,   Joe Neil and John  Shaw did  the work that led  to 
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CHETICAMP  -  around so much. Radio came in, and then television. Well, that was
all new, and they were all going for that. When you bring in something new, it's a
novelty and they go for that.  (And of course it'd be in English, too.) Yes. (And there
were fewer people who could speak and understand the Gaelic sto? ries .) Yes.  Well
now, around 1941, I was in with John Maclsaac, the late John Maclsaac was at a
wake, and he was telling stories. Well, I got more or less interested in it for a time.
But then there was a shortage, there was nobody to pay much attention to them.
Everything changing around so fast. They were lost. (In 1941 you went to a wake,
and John Maclsaac was there.) And he was telling stories most all of the night. Most
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of the first part of the night, while the crowd were in, he was telling the sto? ries.
Oh, long stories and short ones. A lot of them were--one of them, especially long--I
didn't learn all that one.  John had a very soft voice. He spoke very soft, and low.
And then, his hearing was bad, he was kind of deaf. And he imagined that he was
speaking loud enough, perhaps. But at the same time he was only speaking in low
tones. He could hear himself speak? ing loud enough--the inner ear was all right.
But he wasn't hearing how low he was going. And it was hard to follow and hard to
pick up. And for that reason it was hard to learn a story off him. Especially if you
only heard the story once. (But you tried.) Well, of course, you tried.  Well then, it
must have been, maybe 5 or 6  I years later, that I heard the same John Maclsaac at
a  wake, an? other house. And he was tell? ing the story. He passed the night,
telling the sto? ries . And I picked up a lot of them then. But   • .O. Box 700 -Local
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